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and by definition, their exposed edge sets are contained in It is easy to see that, is produced by taking only one entry from its exposed edge set in every row/column and a l l other entries from their vertex sets in A.
Main Results

Polytopic Polynomial Matrices
Consider the polytopic polynomial matrix set A = {(pt,)nxn : where pv E P,>, i , j = 1,. . . ,n} (3) Suppose VA E A,deg(detA) = const. The corresponding conclusion has more concise form, this is due to the simplification of the edge set of 81
Interval Polynomial Matrices
Consider the subset of Rnxn(s) 8 2 = {(pij)nxn, pij are interval polynomials } (6) where Rnxn(s) is the collection of n x n polynomial matrices. Assume ~8~ is Hurwita stable.
Consider detA, using Laplace formula on first column, we have detA=pll& +...+ pnimni .
Similar to the proof of theorem 1, and by resort to the Generalized Kharitonov Theorem, we have pili E E,q.;i= I, n , n ; (11,. .. ,In) E P,"; s = 1,. ... n @ij)nxn : psi, E d i , ; l 6 # i 6 = 1,.
{ and E!, ; , e;, are defined in Definition 4.
